Bygrave Palace Report
On 28th January 2018 Archaeology RheeSearch Group carried out magnetometry and
resistivity surveys on this site.
Members participating: Brian Bridgland, Pat Davies, Elizabeth Livingstone, Ian Sanderson,
Gill Shapland, Maureen Storey and Tony Storey.
Site liaison: Torsten & Alison Moller.
Site conditions: Close cropped or mown grass.
Equipment: Bartington 601 gradiometer; TRCIA 50 cm twin probe.
Magnetometry readings: 8/m, 1 m separation.
Resistivity readings: 1 m interval, 1 m separation.
Raw data are available as separate appendices.
Location: TL266 360, Bygrave, Herts.
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Location plan: Survey areas
(resistivity survey area hatched, magnetometry
area solid)

Purpose of survey: The purpose of this survey was to determine if any subsurface features
could be detected to support indications of a possible manor house and gardens.
Site topography:
A series of level lawn areas and a horse paddock surrounding a house with a detached brick
stable block and summer house.
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Results:
The images in this section are orientated for presentation. The images are not to a common
scale.
Resistivity survey area A
Resistivity
14 m x 25 m
Raw data

N

High pass
filter 5

N

(black – low, white – high, red – null)

(purple/blue – low, red – high, white
– null)
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Resistivity survey area B
Resistivity
18 m x 6 m
Raw data

N

High pass
filter 5
N

(black – low, white – high, red – null)

(purple/blue – low, red – high, white
– null)

Magnetometry survey area C

N

Magnetometry survey area C 30 m x 60 m range +13 to -16 nT
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Resistivity survey area D
Resistivity
22 m x 60 m
Raw data

N

High pass
filter 5

N

(black – low, white – high, red – null)

(purple/blue – low, red – high, white
– null)
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Magnetometry survey area D

N

Magnetometry survey area D 20 m x 60 m range +18 to -21 nT

Resistivity results and area C magnetometry results.
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Discussion:
The magnetometry results were heavily affected by the fencing and buildings around the site
and metalling in the gateway on the N side of area C. The most relevant feature in the
magnetometry surveys is the division between the N and S ends of area D, where the S part is
much noisier than the N. This is similar to the marked difference in the resistivity results for
the same area where there are strong indications of high resistance rectilinear forms
suggesting building foundations in the N and little differentiation in the S. Discussions whilst
on site suggested that there might have been some levelling of the ground associated with
building works. If brick debris were incorporated in levelling this would result in a noisy
magnetic background. An increased overburden would attenuate resistance responses. These
factors would account for the marked difference between N and S in responses in both types
of survey. Because strong responses in the N area could mask weaker differentiation present
in the S results, the data from the two areas were also processed separately with the result
shown below. This suggests that building foundations might be present in the S part of this
survey.

N

The result of applying additional processing to the resistivity data in the
lower part of the image with the initial image on the left and the adjusted
image on the right.
Areas A and B were too small to show clear patterns but the lines of high resistance values
running E—W across the centre and along the N edge of area B stand out as anomalous. The
block of high values on the W of area A also stands out.
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Report by Dr I Sanderson for Archaeology RheeSearch
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